
Career Profile
Share info on your company &

roles, get matched with students.

Work-Based Learning (WBL)
Students interact directly with your company 

 and build skills necessary for your roles.*

Sponsorship
Help a student with tuition in

exchange for a work agreement.

Company Profile/
Opportunity

MATCHED

Compass Student
Profile

Compass is an innovative workforce platform
that matches employers with high school

students based on traits, interests, and talents.

Compass is now available to all ND students.

(integrated with RUReady.ND.gov in North Dakota)

You want to build & retain your best team. 

THE GOLDEN PATH TO YOUR IDEAL WORKFORCE
Follow these 4 steps to create the best talent pipeline for you.

Join the Employer Connections Database
Located in Compass. Get your company in front of schools across the state - offer to join career fairs, guest speaking, etc.

What is Compass?

Let your pipeline funnel skilled and engaged talent
to your company over time!

Learn more at www.goldenpath.net/employers/ or email info@goldenpath.net
Learn about our partnership with RUReady.ND.gov at www.goldenpath.net/gps_xap_partnership 
* Download our free WBL resource at www.goldenpath.net/wbl_white_paper/

Explore & build your workforce development options on
Compass
You can do this yourself or let our experts guide you through the process (recommended for best results).
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It's time to upgrade
your talent pipeline.

Click each step to take action!

You've tapped all of the traditional models of finding talent and are
looking for a new way to build your pipeline. Well, we created one.

Today's high school students will be tomorrow's workforce. Our
system allows you to get connected & develop the talent you need. 

Let us show you how!

Create your Employer Login in Compass -  https://bit.ly/gps-sign-up
Fast and easy - get started with access to the latest workforce development tools and your future workforce.
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